
Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 2.6

New Functions

1. Showing debug messages for DMX and Video Synchronization
To show debug messages for receiving DMX values or show video synchronization messages go to 
the “Menu” → “Personality” → “Verbose Mode” and select “DMX Verbose Mode” or 
“Synchro Verbose Mode”.

2. CITP is reporting also the Live Input and Streaming
The CITP protocol was extended to report folders for Live Input and Streaming. The new icons 
were added for thumbnails preview accordingly.

3. Auto iris effect on layer
The effect behaves similar as Iris effect on layer, but it is auto- triggered by gobo changes.
The iris effect on layer  can be activated on each gobo layer if you set the Gobo Effect 1 Selection 
channel to a DMX value of 92. 
The Parameter 1 of this effect changes the speed of the iris movement.
The Parameter 2  changes the iris mask  type. The value of 254 and 255 activates random iris with 
the following functions:

DMX 
value

Function

254 Every iris opening and closing  is performed with different  type of iris
255 Type of iris is changed after completing the open/close cycle

The  Parameter 3  allows to choose iris opening/closing  command:
DMX 
value

Function

0 Close iris
1 Open iris
2 Open and close iris at gobo change
3 Open iris at gobo change, close iris at gobo change

A default value for all three parameters is 0. 
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4. Zoom effects on layer
Two zoom effects  on each gobo layer  can be applied on images if the Gobo Effect 1 Selection (or 
Gobo Effect 2 Selection) channel is set to a DMX value of 95 and 96. Both zoom effects can be 
activated by the  Gobo Effect 1 Selection or Gobo Effect 2 Selection channel.   

1. Zoom In/Move XY  (DMX=95) – control of the effect is as follows: 
Parameter 1  – zoom factor
Parameter 2  – movement  in X-axis
Parameter 3  – movement  in Y-axis

Example:
original picture after applying the effect

2. Zoom In/Auto Move XY  (DMX=96) – control of the effect is following: 
Parameter 1  – zoom factor
Parameter 2  –speed in X-axis
Parameter 3  – speed in Y-axis

5. Another graphic effects on layers

1. Swirl effect 
Activation 
channel

Gobo Effect 2 Selection (on each layer)
Default 
valueActivation 

DMX value
70

Control: 
Parameter 1

Radius: 0-255DMX           - min. →  max 0

Parameter 2

Angle:  0-127DMX            - turning  by 720° to the 
right
             128    DMX            - no change
             129-255 DMX       -turning  by 720° to the left

128

Parameter 3
Diagonal position: 0-255DMX  – top left corner → 
bottom right corner 
                              128 DMX -   center of image

128

Example

Original                               P1=111DMX, P2=84DMX,
                                           P3=138DMX
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2. Pixelation effect 
Activation 
channel

Gobo Effect 2 Selection (on each layer)
Default 
valueActivation 

DMX value
71

Control: 
Parameter 1

Amount of pixel in X-axis: 0-255DMX       - max. → min. 0

Parameter 2 Amount of pixel in Y-axis: 0-255DMX       - max. → min. 0

Parameter 3 Effect boundary position in X-axis: 0-255 DMX – 
movement of effect boundary from left  to right 0

Example

Original                                 P1=27DMX, P2=27DMX,
                                             P3=138DMX

     

3. Cross-stitching effect 
Activation 
channel

Gobo Effect 2 Selection (on each layer)
Default 
valueActivation 

DMX value
72

Control: 
Parameter 1

Pattern density: 0-255 DMX       - max. →  min.   0

Parameter 2 Colour of stitch: 0-127 DMX       - coloured 
                         128-255 DMX        - black 0

Parameter 3 Effect boundary position in X-axis: 0-255 DMX – 
movement of effect boundary from left  to right 0

Example

Original         P1=81DMX, P2=0DMX, P3=85DMX        P1=81DMX, 
P2=128DMX, P3=85DMX
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4. Posterization effect 

Activation 
channel

Gobo Effect 2 Selection (on each layer)
Default 
valueActivation 

DMX value
73

Control: 
Parameter 1

Number of colours: 0 DMX            - all colours 
                               1-255DMX      - reducing of colours 

0

Parameter 2 Gamma correction: 0-255DMX       - min. →  max.   0

Example

Original                                  P1=228DMX, P2=0DMX

     

6. Implementation of VNC client
The TightVNC is a free remote control software package available at 
http://www.tightvnc.com/download.php . With TightVNC installed on PC, you can see desktop 
of the PC on DigitalSpot output.

7. New version of video synchronization protocol
New version of video synchronization protocol, which is not compatible with the old one. For using 
the synchronization please update all DigitalSpots to the new version.

8. Added new warning message  “  DP Scroll Counter Warning  ”
The “DP Scroll Counter Warning” message appears, when the Filter Scroll Counter inside 
dataprojector is counted down to 0. The new filter cartridge should be replaced as soon as possible.
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 2.5

New Functions

1. Allowed setting of IP Gateway address

For remote access to the DigitalSpot is sometimes needed to set IP Gateway address. 
Setting of IP Gateway address was added to Menu “Fixture Address” → “Artnet Settings” → “Set 
IP Address” → “Gateway Address”

2.   Added Warning Message “DMX Address Is Over Limit”  

When DMX Address is set to address that doesn't make possible receiving all DMX channels – the 
warning message is displayed.

3. Regeneration of  Video Headers

Added function that allows to regenerate headers of video media files.
Sometimes when video media files are supplied from 3rd parties the header of video file is not in 
appropriate format to allow smooth seeking in video. Applying this function you can fix this 
problem.
Function can be reached from the web interface “Regenerate Video Headers” menu.

4. Faster adjustment of Blending Curves for Picture Merging
 
Routine for fine adjustment of R,G,B Blending Curves was rewritten to allow adjusting in real-time 
processing.

5. Selected level of  information messages displayed on projector output.

To suppress displaying information messages in projector output about changing state of 
ceiling/rear projection, DMX In/Artnet In, Reset functions, Fixture/Lamp Off etc.
To select level of information messages go to the  'Menu' → 'Personality' → 'Verbose Mode'

6. New Error Messages about failure on ethernet/usb communication.

To accurate identification of problems with fixture , two error codes were added:
1. 'Usb Communication Failure' – appears in situation when some  problem with 

communication between PC motherboard and  the motor driver board has occurred.
2. 'Network Communication Failure' – appears in situation when there is a problem with 

ethernet interface on PC motherboard.

7.  Showing aspect ratio of image projected on the wall .

There is a new function for Picture Merging that allows according to the actual values of Keystone 
channels and Zoom of the projector figures out what is aspect ratio of  the image projected on the 
wall. In many situations is useful to know what is actual aspect ratio of the image projected on the 
wall or to use these values as comparative reference to help to set the outputs of all fixtures 
involving in Picture Merging to the same size.
The Aspect Ratio function is activated when Picture Merging is active and the Global Effect 1 
Parameter 3 is in range of 171 – 180. 
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 2.3

New Functions

1. Iris effect on layer

Usage:
The effect allows the user to easily proceed several transition effects between layers. The Iris effect
can be also transformed by Layer´s Zoom X,Y, Position X,Y and Rotation parameters.
Another application of the Iris effect is to use it as the Mask Function to mask out the unwanted 
parts of the image.

Settings:
The Iris effect can be activated on each gobo layer if you set the Gobo Effect 1 Selection channel 
to a DMX Value  of  91. The Parameter 1 of this effect changes the size of the Iris. The 
Parameter 2  changes the Iris Mask Type and the Parameter 3 is used for several texture modes 
applied on the Iris surface when there are Position and Zoom on the Layer out of default values.  A 
default value for all three parameters is 0. On the Iris Effect,  there can  be also  applied traditional 
layer  parameters like the Position XY,  Zoom XY and the Rotation Effect. The mentioned effects 
can be covered with all global effects as the iris, picture merging etc.
For detailed information please see the user manual.

The Picture 1 describes two iris effects where the circular one is zoomed In and positioned out of 
the centre to the top right corner of the image. On the layer, where is applied circular effect, there is 
also set the  Parameter 3 of the Iris Effect to DMX value equalizing 30 to persist whole image size 
and position even when the layer is zoomed in and positioned out. Picture 2 also describes two iris 
effects combined together.
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2. Fine adjustment of blending curves for Picture Merging controlled by layer effect parameters

Usage:
Suitable in cases when the user has to fine adjust blending curves in blending edges to hide visible 
overlapping of blending areas and Global Effect 2 is already used for another effect.

Settings:
Now it is allows to change blending curves (used in a blending area) separately for Red, Green and 
Blue colour on the layer Effect Channel. To enable this function, activate the Picture Merging Mode 
on the Global Effect 1 channel.
Then, when the Gobo Effect 2 channel is set at value of  200, the Gobo Effect 2 Parameters are 
changing the red, green and blue gamma curves. This effect works on the global layer and it doesn't 
matter on which layer you activate the Gobo Effect 2 channel into fine adjustment of blending 
curves.

1. Picture Merging - Dot sign for easy keystone channels identification

Usage:
The Test Pattern for Picture Merging is modified with dot sign symbol in each corner of tested 
pattern.
This dot symbol corresponds with channel keystone parameters in the following way:
One-dot symbol - KeyStone Top Left X/ KeyStone Top Left Y 

Two-dot symbol - KeyStone Top Right X/ KeyStone Top Right Y 

Threedot symbol  KeyStone Bottom Right X/ KeyStone Bottom Right Y 

Fourdot symbol   KeyStone Bottom Left X/ KeyStone Bottom Left Y

These symbols should simplify the identification of appropriate keystone parameters in case there is 
a number of parts of  Merged Picture.

Settings:
This feature is automatically present when the Picture Merge Test Pattern is activated. 

1.Web Interface Improvement
 1. Allowed the change of  IP Address and Netmask at the Fixture Information page.
 2. Allowed Thumbnails regeneration for only new media content.
 3. Remote access for the remote control Panel Display will not perform switching on  the 
background light on it.

Bug Fixed

1. Fixed a Power Down Mode for setting DMX address inside a flight case.
2. Fixed occasional displaying window´s title bar after powering the fixture on.
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 2.1

New Functions

1. Added  CITP/MSEX protocol

This protocol  allows browsing and exchanging thumbnails between the fixture and consoles or 
visualisers and also allows preview output from the fixture on them. For more info see at 
http://www.citp-protocol.org/
This screenshot comes from  Chamsys console MagicQ working together with DigitalSpot 7000DT

Bug Fixed

1. White strip on the bottom of window when activated PAL capture mode.
2. Added assuring routine that GE window is in fullscreen mode.
3.  Fixed bug in LampTime Counter.
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 2.0

New Functions

1. Read-only root file system

This improvement can avoid a filesystem corruption when the fixture is shut downed without a 
standard Fixture Off  procedure from the menu or DMX.

2. Added an IP address info in the DMX Mode screen

Sometimes is useful to have information of an IP address of the fixture even if the fixture is 
controlled from DMX. For example for uploading the new media content, web access or the content 
synchronization.

3. Removing the User media contents

In the menu 'Personality' → 'Default Settings'  was added function 'Remove User Media Content' 
which delete all user media contents except a factory media content. It is useful for the company 
that lending fixtures.

4. Recording a DMX program

In the menu 'Standalone Setting'  were added the functions 'Record DMX Program' and 'Play DMX 
Program' which allow the user to record DMX data that receives the fixture and then replay this 
recorded program without a DMX controller. User can select from 10 independent DMX programs, 
each with unlimited steps.
DMX programs are stored in the folder 'programs' accessible from FTP and  their format is a plain 
text that allows additional user editing.

5  . Presetting a Playback  

In the menu 'Standalone Setting'  was added function 'Presetting Playback' which allows the user to 
run a program or a DMX program automatically after switching fixture on.

6. Fixture Off Timer

In the menu 'Standalone Setting'  was added function 'Fixture Off Timer' where the user can set the 
time period after which the fixture will be switched off. This time period is counted from starting 
the fixture.

7. Short throw optics compensation

In the menu 'Personality' →  'Projection Presettings' →  'Throw Optics Mode' was added the 
function ''Short Throw Optics''  which should be activated after installing the optional Short throw 
lens kit.

8. Web Interface – Content Synchronization – Update Folder

In the Content Synchronization window was added the check box item for update folder to allow a 
synchronization of update between fixtures.
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9. Circular  Effect (Fish Eye)

Usage:
The effect allows the user to convert a picture from  an oblong format to a circle format and adjust 
features of circular effect.

Settings:
Circular effect can be activated on each gobo layer if you set the Gobo Effect 1 Selection channel 
to a DMX Value  of  90.  Parameter 1 of this effect changes the character of the circular effect 
from concave to convex. The Parameter 2 and Parameter 3 serve for adjusting X-ratio and Y-ratio 
of the source image. A default value for all three parameters is 128.

10. Rectangle on circle (sphere) mapping with picture merging
Usage:
The effect allows to merge fixtures ´ outputs onto a sphere. The difference between the effect 
Rectangle on circle (sphere) mapping  (DMX value 11) is that this effect allows the picture 
merging onto a sphere.

Settings:
the Rectangle on circle (sphere) mapping with picture merging affect can be activated on the 
Global Effect 2 Selection channel at DMX Value of 12. The Parameter 1 of this effect changes 
the sphere diameter. The Parameter 2 and Parameter 3 correct distortion due to the different 
projection  angles.
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11. Rectangular Iris Mask

Usage:

This effect extends selection of the iris shapes to create rectangular iris mask with adjustable fuzzy 
edges. There can be also activated mapping layers on the iris shape to allow variety of  cross fade 
effects between layers. This effect comes in two variants. In the first variant iris goes from the 
edges to the centre of the image (outside – > inside) and in the second variant vice-versa. Each 
variant allows five types of the fuzzy edges of the effect.

Setting:

The Rectangular Iris Mask shape is called on the channel Digital Iris – type selection. DMX 
values of 170 – 174 are  reserved for the outside –>  inside variant and DMX values of 175 – 179 
are reserved for the inside –> outside variant. The process of mapping layer on the iris is done the 
same way as usually – by means of the channel Digital strobe.
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12. Keystone on gobo layer

There has been added another parameters on each gobo layer to allow separate keystoning on each 
gobo layer.
With these parameters you can create the same skewing and shape effects like with the global 
keystone parameters but on each gobo layer. 

Usage:
Major use of these effects is in a situation where the gobo mask is applied on a layer and you want 
to adjust a mask shape onto some object on the scene. More important is adjusting of the inner part 
of the image on the layer than the outer shape of the graphics output.

Setting:
By the global Keystone parameters you can control each of the four corners of the graphics output 
to reshape your image to a form that projects correctly. 
By the layer Keystone parameters you can  control all four corners of the image at the same time. 
This way is more suitable when you want to do things mentioned  in the section stated above.

Characteristic case  is a composition of 2 layers: the layer 1, where is applied a picture of the 
landscape and the layer 2, where is a gobo mask selected (see  picture below). 

To adjust desired image shape you can use the following (keystone) parameters on the gobo layer 2:
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1. Zoom of layer in X and Y direction.
The channels Gobo zoom X coarse and Gobo zoom X fine allow 8-bit/16-bit zooming in X 
direction. 

The channels Gobo zoom Y coarse and Gobo zoom Y fine allow 8-bit/16-bit zooming.

2. Gobo position in  X and Y direction.
The channels Gobo position X coarse and Gobo position X fine allow 8-bit/16-bit positioning in 
X direction.

The channels Gobo position Y coarse and Gobo position Y fine allow 8-bit/16-bit positioning in 
Y direction.
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3. Layer skewing along X and Y axis.
On the channel Gobo effect 1 selection adjust a DMX value=150 and using the Control Parameters 
1 an 2 you can skew the image in either X or Y axis.
The channel Gobo effect 1 – Parameter 1 skews the image in X-axis.

The channel Gobo effect 1 – Parameter 2 skews the image in Y-axis.
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4. Layer Squeezing/Stretching  along X and Y axis.
On the channel Gobo effect 1 selection adjust a DMX value=150 and using the Control Parameters 
3 you can squeeze the image in X axis.
The channel Gobo effect 1 – Parameter 3 squeezes/stretches the image edges in Y-axis

On the channel Gobo effect 2 selection adjust a DMX value=150 and using the Control Parameters 
1 you can squeeze the image in Y axis. Note. To allows this effect, on the channel Gobo effect 1 
selection   has to be set to DMX=150  .

The channel Gobo effect 2 – Parameter 1 squeezes/stretches the image edges in X-axis.
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5. Image X-ratio and Y-ratio.
On the channel Gobo effect 2 selection adjust a DMX value=150 and  the second and third 
parameter control image X-ratio and Y-ratio.
Note. To allows this effect, the channel Gobo effect 1 selection   has to be set at DMX=150  .

The channel Gobo effect 2 – Parameter 2 compresses or expands the image in X axis

 

The channel Gobo effect 2 – Parameter 3 compresses or expands the image in Y axis.
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After shaping the image by means of the parameters stated above, you can apply the global banner 
effects on the whole graphics output and this final image should appear for instance like this: 
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 1.6

New Functions

1.Web Interface Improvement

Added new items at the Fixture Information page:

•  Control Source Item to select desired input for control of the fixture (ArtNet/DMX)
•  Dataprojector Filter used Time information
•  Dataprojector Remaining Filter Scrolls information
•  Dataprojector Air Pressure Sensor information

Added new items at the Personality page:

•  Dataprojector Refresh Rate (60Hz/50Hz)
•  Dataprojector Throw Optics Mode (Not Installed/Long Throw Optics)
•  Gobo Selection Mode (Alphabetical/Numerical)

In the Content page: 
• added direct links to ftp server to allow user easy transfer media files between user's 

computer and the digital spot media server
• added folder All thumbnails to allow user browse all present media content on one page
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2.    New Centred Kaleidoscopics Effects   

Usage:
The effects allow the user to generate a lot of nice centred graphic effects from the current content.
There are also two modes for Centred Kaleidoscopic effects:
Static mode – there are more than 65000 static mosaic configurations available and the user can 
choose not only one of them but also a range of the configurations if he wants to have the same 
output in a preprocessing and in a real show.
Dynamic mode – Kaleidoscopic effect is changing dynamically according to the preselected 
parameters.

Settings:
Centred Kaleidoscopic effect can be activated on each gobo layer at the Gobo Effect 1 Selection 
channel (DMX Values 110, 111, 112, 113).

3.  Throw optics compensation  

Usage:
For use with the optional Long throw optics.

Settings:
Set Long Throw Optics in Menu 'Personality' → 'Dataprojector Presetting' → 'Throw Optics Mode'

Fixed bugs:

• Fixed iris calibration value after software update.
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Digital Spot 7000DT – software version 1.5 

New Functions

1.  Picture Merging Improvements  

1.1 Adjustable width of the blending area

Usage:
Generally holds that the wider blending area is, the less visible blending effect inside of the 
overlapping areas is. In many cases the projection screen is smaller than the total output image of 
the projectors. The user can scale the resulting image by either using Keystoning parameters or, 
(better) adjusting the width of blending areas.

Setting:
There have been added 6 new sizes of blending areas - see the Global Effect 1 channel in fixture´s 
DMX protocol.

Width of 
blending 0,00% 10,00% 15,00% 20,00% 25,00% 30,00% 35,00%

DMX 
Value 2 1 3 4 5 6 7

0% 10% 15%

   
20% 25% 30%

      
35%
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1.2 Fine adjustment of Blending Curves for Picture Merging.

Usage:
Suitable in cases when the user have to fine adjust blending curves in blending edges to hide visible 
overlapping of blending areas.

Settings:
Now it is allowed to change blending curves (used in a blending area) separately for Red, Green and 
Blue colour. To enable this function, activate the Picture Merging Mode on the Global Effect 1 
channel and set the third parameter of the Global Effect 1 to 0.
Then, when the  Global Effect 2 channel is set to 20, the Global Effect 2 Parameters are changing 
the red, green and blue gamma curves.

1.3 Added another image field configurations to the Picture Merging 

Usage:
Sometimes the maximum image field configuration 8x8 for Picture Merging is deficient. So that 
there have been added several new field configurations.

Settings:
When the Global Effect 1 is set  to Picture Merging effect,  its Parameter 1 was extended from the 
value of 63 to the value of 109. New image field configurations are defined as follows:
9x1, 1x9, 9x2, 2x9, 9x3, 3x9, 9x4, 4x9, 9x5, 5x9, 9x6, 6x9, 9x7, 7x9,
10x1, 1x10, 10x2, 2x10, 10x3, 3x10, 10x4, 4x10, 10x5, 5x10, 10x6, 6x10,
11x1, 1x11, 11x2, 2x11, 11x3, 3x11, 11x4, 4x11, 11x5, 5x11, 
12x1, 1x12, 12x2, 2x12, 12x3, 3x12, 12x4, 4x12, 12x5, 5x12.
The maximum number of used fixtures for standard Picture Merging is always 64.

1.4 Mirroring mode for Picture Merging

Usage:
New mirroring mode for picture merging allows connecting more than 64 fixtures, thus allows
large area projection with full resolution per fixture on the whole surface. Even it allows to connect 
the left edge of the first image with the right edge of the last image (Picture Merge Looping)
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Settings:
There are 3 modes of mirroring: Vertical Mirrored configuration

   Horizontally Mirrored configuration
   Horizontally and Vertically Mirrored configuration

To activate this effect,  select standard Picture Mode Effect on the Global Effect 1 channel and
set the Parameter 1 to the value according to the following tables:

Horizontally mirrored configuration

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

128 2 x 1 2 146 10 x 2 20
129 4 x 1 4 147 4 x 5 20
130 2 x 2 4 148 10 x 3 30
131 4 x 2 8 149 6 x 5 30
132 6 x 1 6 150 10 x 4 40
133 2 x 3 6 151 8 x 5 40
134 6 x 2 12 152 10 x 5 50
135 4 x 3 12 153 12 x 1 12
136 6 x 3 18 154 2 x 6 12
137 8 x 1 8 155 12 x 2 24
138 2 x 4 8 156 4 x 6 24
139 8x 2 16 157  12 x 3 36
140 4 x 4 16 158 6 x 6 36
141 8 x 3 24 159 12 x 4 48
142 6 x 4 24 160 8 x 6 48
143 8 x 4 32 161 12 x 5 60
144 10 x 1 10 162 10 x 6 60
145 2 x 5 10 163 12 x 6 72

Vertically mirrored configuration

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

164 1 x 2 2 182 5 x 4 20
165 2 x 2 4 183 2 x 10 20
166 1 x 4 4 184 5 x 6 30
167 2 x 4 8 185 3 x 10 30
168 3 x 2 6 186 5 x 8 40
169 1 x 6 6 187 4 x 10 40
170 3 x 4 12 188 5 x 10 50
171 2 x 6 12 189 6 x 2 12
172 3 x 6 18 190 1 x 12 12
173 4 x 2 8 191 6 x 4 24
174 1 x 8 8 192 2 x 12 24
175 4 x 4 16 193  6 x 6 36
176 2 x 8 16 194 3 x 12 36
177 4 x 6 24 195 6 x 8 48
178 3 x 8 24 196 4 x 12 48
179 4 x 8 32 197 6 x 10 60
180 5 x 2 10 198 5 x 12 60
181 1 x 10 10 199 6 x 12 72
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Vertically and horizontally mirrored configuration

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

DMX
value

Image field
configuration
of base matrix

W x H

Total number of
fixtures in base 

matrix

200 2 x 2 4 218 10 x 4 40
201 4 x 2 8 219 4 x 10 40
202 2 x 4 8 220 10 x 6 60
203 4 x 4 16 221 6 x 10 60
204 6 x 2 12 222 10 x 8 80
205 2 x 6 12 223 8 x 10 80
206 6 x 4 24 224 10 x 10 100
207 4 x 6 24 225 12 x 2 24
208 6 x 6 36 226 2 x 12 24
209 8 x 2 16 227 12 x 4 48
210 2 x 8 16 228 4 x 12 48
211 8 x 4 32 229 12 x 6 72
212 4 x 8 32 230 6 x 12 72
213 8 x 6 48 231 12 x 8 96
214 6 x 8 48 232 8 x 12 96
215 8 x 8 64 233 12 x 10 120
216 10 x 2 20 234 10 x 12 120
217 2 x 10 20 235 12 x 12 144

Then use this effect just like standard Picture Merging effect.

Examples of the images of 4x1 horizontally mirrored configuration:
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1.5 Pre-cut content mode for Picture Merging
Usage:
It is useful when you want to cover large projection area with full resolution for each projector or
you don't want to be constrained with limits of the matrix configuration.
The basic idea is that you have to prepare pre-cut content before projection and upload the 
individual parts of the cut content to the individual fixtures.

Settings:
The formulas how to create pre-cut content from the source content is described in a detail in the 
user manual.
The range of DMX values from 11 to 17 on the Global Effect 1 channel  is reserved for the pre-cut 
content mode. All other settings are the same as for standard Picture Merging Mode.

Example of the source image and pre-cut images for image field configuration of 3x1:

 

2.   Kaleidoscopic Effects  

Usage:
The effects allow the user to generate lot of nice new graphical effects (content) from the current 
content.
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There are two modes for Kaleidoscopic effects:
Static mode – there are more than 65000 static mosaic configurations available and the user can 
choose not only one of them but also a range of the configurations if he wants to have the same 
output in a preprocessing and in a real show.
Dynamic mode – Kaleidoscopic effect is changing dynamically according to the preselected 
parameters.

Settings:
Kaleidoscopic effect is activated on every gobo layer in the Gobo Effect1 Selection channel 
according to this table:

DMX value
Segment of mosaic Example Source picture

Static
mode

Dynamic
mode

100 101

Square

102 103

Right triangular

104 105

Isosceles triangular

106 107

Triangular 1

108 109

Triangular 2
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Examples of kaleidoscopic effects:

3
. 

3. Col  our Effects:  

Usage:
In the new update was added lot of new colour effects ,which on contrast to the previous ones, are 
controlled by 3 parameters. The list of the new effects is as follows: 
RGB subtract (CMY), RGB Add, Swap RGB to RGB, Swap RGB to GRB, Swap RGB to GBR, 
Swap RGB to BRG, Swap RGB to BGR, RGB Invert, Invert and Swap RGB to BRG, Invert and 
Swap RGB to GBR, Colour to Alpha, Colour to Alpha Inverted, RGB Scale, Brightness Scale.
Using of the last two ones (RGB Scale and Brighness Scale) is usefull at “light” optimizing of the 
media contents. Lot of media contents from the 3rd party production comes with a darker colour 
space. By means of these effects you can easy increase colour levels (brightness and saturation) in 
your content. As result of this, the light output of the fixture will be dramatically increased.

Settings:
For detailed information please see the user manual.

Example of using Brithness scale effect in the image.

Original picture Modyfied picture
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4. Refresh rate of dataprojector output:

Usage:
The function should be used in cases when output of DigitalSpot 7000DT is captured by the video 
cameras with a fixed 50Hz refresh rate and they are not allowed to adjust embedded 60Hz picture 
refresh rate of the DigitalSpot,in these cases some flickering would be visible in an image.

Settings:
To suppress this flickering there was added the option called  “Projector Refresh Rate” in the 
menu“Personality” menu where the user can change the output refresh rate of the DigitalSpot´s 
projector to 50 Hz.

5.   Content selection mode:  

Usage:
The Alphabetical sorting is a default content file mode for assigning media files to the DMX values 
Sometimes can occur a need to exactly asssign certain media files to the certain DMX addresses.
In this case, the new Numerical Sorting mode solves this need.
The table show differences between the alphabetical and numerical sorting mode.

Media filename Alphabetical Sorting-DMX Numerical Sorting-DMX

001_testfile1.png 1 1

020_testfile2.png 2 20

19_testfile3.png 3 19

3_testfile4.png 4 3

460_testfile5.png 5 Not Assigned

testfile6.png 6 Not Assigned

Settings:
Select the Numerical order in the menu “Personality” (“Personality” -> “Gobo selection mode”).

6. SDI/ASI and  DVI/VGA  Capture card support
Usage:
Both capture cards are an optional accessory and can be quickly and intuitively installed into the 
system. External devices, like professional TV cameras, computers or  SDI/ASI compatible 
equipments can be connected directly to the fixture and DigitalSpot 7000 DT will capture the 
provided input signals without any visible delays.

Settings:
See the user manual for detailed description of installing and using the card the SDI/ASI capture 
card (DVI/VGA capture card).

7. Replacing the filter cartridge in the dataprojector
The instructions in the user manual shows how to replace the filter cartridge of the dataprojector  if 
the filter became clogged.
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Note: If you have any comments, questions or suggestions about software for DigitalSpot Series,  
feel free to contact the software developer directly at martin.farnik@robe.cz or our technical  
support at petr.vanek@robe.cz.

March 13, 2009
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